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TO MEASURE PION PRODUCTION RATIOS BY PROTON BOMBARDMENT 

Ryokichi Sagane 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 26, 1953 	
: 

ABSTRACT 

Plus-minus ratios for pion production by 340 Mev proton bombardment were 

measured at 13 Mev, 18 Mev, and 42 Mev with the use of the spiral orbit spectro-

meter. 

Mesons of known energy intervals emitted at 900  produced by the proton 

beam at the target on the axis were efficiently detected by theC2, 200 plates 

located near the outer edge of the pole pieces. 

Out of the results obtained by scanning the plates, the 	ratios at three 

energies from Be, C, Al, Cu, Ag, and Pb targets were obtained. •A rough esti-

mate of the Z dependence of 7r . production at 42 Mev was also made. 

Since the spiral orbit spectrometer was found to be quite useful for this 

kind of experiment, experimental details and some of the results of the tests are 

given. 
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EMPLOYMENT OF THE SPIRAL ORBIT, SPECTROMETER. 
TO MEASURE PION PRODUCTION RATIOS BY PROTON BOMBARDMENT 

Ryokichi Sag ane 	 . 

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 26, 1953 	 . 

INTRODUCTION 	. 	. . 

In the study of the production of charged Tr-mesons in nucleon-nucleus cdl-

lisions, the ratio is a quantity suitable for the comparison of experimental 

results and the theoretical calculations. 

Generally speaking, the mechanism of the meson.production due to nucleon-

nucleus collision is too complicated to be compared with theories and to gather 

- information about the choice of assumptions or approximations in d.fferent 

theories. Yet it has been pointed out that not only the basi,c production processes 

in nucleon-nucleus collisions, but also some more detailed effects should be 

taken into account. For example, the effect due to the finite nucleon momenta 

inside of nuclei, the effect due to the Coulomb field, and the effect due to the 

nucleon collisions with the produced mesons before emission are among the 

factors to be taken into consideration. As far as these effects are concerned, 

some developments of theories, have been made and are about ready to compare 

with experiments. 

	

From the experimental po ,int of view, 	ratios have been measured 

since shortly after the discovery of the artificial.mesons. Most of these earlier 

experiments were made inside the cyclotron vacuum chamber with the use of 

separate channels and different plates for 7r and u mesons. Since these two 

points have introduced some ambiguities and inaccuracies, the later experiments 

were made mostly with the use of the same detector plates for both i and rr 

mesons. 

Two kinds of techniques have been used on this line. The first one was 

developed by Drs. C. Richman and WA. Wilcox 3  using the external proton 

beam.. Mesons produced at the target and emitted at 900  from the target were, 

detected by nuclear plates embedded in a set of copper wedgec absorbers. The 
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second one was developed by Dr. W. Barkas et al. using the internal beam of 

the cyclotron.. The detector plates were..put s6veiraLinches below the plane of 

the circulating beam, embedded in a sétóf topper wedge ábobers Both pos-

itive and negative.me sons emitted downward. from the target were thus detected. 

Since the lines of force of the magnetic field of the cyclotron are parallel to the 

motion of the mesons, the influence of the magnetic field is small and, conse- 
+ 

quently, the difference of the effects for the it and it is nearly negligible. The 

proton beam intensity was monitored by the use of the induced radioactivity pro-

duced in the thin polystyrene foilsiplaced in front of the targets. Almost the 

same technique was adopted by the Columbia University group, Block et al. 

later............................. 	............ 	
. 

The data obtained so faiavernostly some rough ideas of the mson spec-

tra and the 	ratios, but in most of the cases, the accuraèiës were nbtál- 

Wrssa.tisfactory, mainly because of the poor statistic s. In general, the ex-

poed plates in the two kinds of tehniques suffered frOm high background and 

.this not only made the acanning harder but also limited the expdsuetitheof 

hebOmbardthent. 	... ...... 	.... 	 . 	. 

Since the spiral orbit speètrorheter provides almost Zur angular focusing, 

aiidhas other features which m.ke i t well adapted for the ñieasurement' of the 

ratios, the author has carried out a number of measurements to improv 

the accuracies of some of the results on the it+/ir  ratioc. 	 .. 

The present experiments cover only three energies and data are lacking 

at high energies to coripute ir+/i(  ratios for the totalcross sections. An ex-

periment on the Z-dependence of Tr+  and ur production as a function of energies 

is now be1r àarried cut; however. From the data on Z-deèndence, one can 

.autoniatical1y calculate the i+/*  ratios at each energy so that one can expect 

that more accurate information on the integral ratios will be provided 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS. ., .. .. . . 

The 340 Mev protons deflected out from the cyclotron were collimated 

to either 1 inch or 1/2 inch 0. D. and were passed through a. 14/2 inch .1. D. 

hole on the axis of the 20-inch O.D. pole pieces of a large electromagnet. 

Focusing of 8 Mev pions was obtained with a 2-5/8 inch gap, and of 13 Mev 

pions with a .1-1/8 inch gap. Energy loss through the target material was more 

significant for the energy spread than the resolution of the spectrometer. As 
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a result, these settings corresponded to average energies of 13 Mev and 18 Mev, 

respectively. Use of a tubular absorber (10 mm wall, Cu) at the 8 Mev setting 

made possible the detection of 42 Mev mesons. 

Two l-inch.x 3-inch Ilford C2, 200j. plates, were put together. with emulsion 

side face to face, so that a thickness of 400p. of emulsion covered by 1 mm thick 

glass absorbers on each .side was available for pion detection of bothsigns. Since 

the range of 8 Mev pions is about 1. 5 mm in emulsion, one or two lay'rs of 5 mil 

copper foils were added so that the number of pion endings would be equally shared 

by the 'plates. As shown in Fig, 1, mesons of right momentum approach the.stable 

orbit, following the illustrated type of, a spiral trajectory, and hit the plates mount-

ed behind the radiation shield with surfaces perpendicular to the incoming mesons. 

Because of the fact that the detectors were located about 11 inches.from the 

target at 90 
0 
 relative to the proton beam and shielded against radiation from the 

target by a 2-inch lead brick and a stack of wolfram plates of about, 1-inch ..thick, 

the background proton tracks caused by neutrons were quite small in number. 

As a result, it was possible to make ample exposures so that the density of 

mesons in the plates was quite high and still keeping the background reasonably 

low. Scanning of about 50-200 pions per eight hours was easily made for the 

plates properly exposed. 

Scanning was made over the same central area on the plates with a cr,i-

tenon not to count the events which occurred within 10 microns from the top 

and bottom surfaces of the emulsion. The number of n-ji decay was taken as 

the number of n endings. The number of 7r stars with one or more prongs 

(i stars with one club were not taken as one prong stars) were counted. The 

number of ii endings was derived by dividing this number by a factor 0.69, 

which is the known (and also checked) probability of having one or more prongs 

in w stars (as shown in Fig. 8 and discussed later). 

Determination of detection efficiencies for Tr4_i+  decay and Tr stars was 

made by scanning the same plates several times. The results were not always 

the same, but 90 percent for ir-i decays and 97 percent for Tr stars seems to 

be adequate for evaluation of ratios. , 

The main features of the present technique adopted here are as follows: 

(1) Conditions for absorption through the target and for focusing close to 

the stable orbit are symmetric for both signs of pions. 
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• 	(2) Both energy resolution.and angular acceptances are:the same for both 

signs. (Both the masses and the 1ife.1imes for Tr+and T are assumedto be ex 

actlythe same) 	 . 	 . 	. . . 

Since the same emulsion is used for detection of both.signs of pions, 

the results obtained are entirely free from ambiguities due to the differences in 

emulsion thickness and developments, •althoughthe detection efficiencies for ir-.i 

endings and ir stars are not.the same. -. 	 . 

ratios can be obtained based on the: numbers of 	and ir detected 

on the same run, on the same target and with the ,ueof:thé same absorber. 

• 	(5). Very low proton..background tracks, 	.. 

Accor dingly , the spiraiorbit:spectr.ometerig deemed to be quite suited 

for the study of ir±/.  ratios.: Of course, it is also suited for meson production 

studies. But, due tothe effect of scattering through the absorbers and the tar-

get itself, calibrations for solid angles corresponding toeach energy setting 

are always required for this purpose. . . 	• 	 . 	•. 

RESULTS 

The results of the scanning and the dimensions of the targets used were 

tabulated in Table I and Table II. 	 . 
+ 	- 	 .•• 	 . 	 .• 	•• 	 •.• 	.,. 	 •. 

1. ir /1T Ratios, 

The Table III gives the suthmary of the 	ratio at three different ener- 

gies on Pb, Ag (Sn), Cu, Al, C, and Be. This shows the follOwing tendencies: 

The effect of Coulomb field of nuclei reduces the number of + at low 

energies. As a result, lr+/n  ratios are all relatively low for 13 Mev. At: 

even 18 Mev this effect is evident for heavy elements such as Pb, Ag, and 

Cu. 	 . 

For each of the elements the ratios were highest at 42 Mev and lowest 

atl3Mev.  

For each Of the energies the ratios are high for Al and.0 and relatively 

low for Pb, Ag, and alsO for Be, 	 . 	. 	. 

Due to the effectiveness of the spiral orbit spectrometer, these results 

were obtained with better statistical accuracies than most of the results so far 

reported. Furthermàre, bécauseofthe very low intensity of background proton 

tracks, as mentioned above, the probability of the accidental coincidence of a 
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proton .track beginning at the end .of a ri meson track was negligible. Actually, the 

number of meson tracks and the number of background proton tracks were in most 

cases aroung one to one or, in the worst case, one to five in ratio. 

The results obtained here for 1T+/.1r  ratios are in general in rough agree-

ment with most of the results so far reported. But there are several cases which 

disagree by a factor of two or three. An effort has been made to look for causes 

of these discrepancies, but no effect of sufficient importance has been found ex-

cept the statistical errors. The author expects to gather the same type of infor-

mation in the course of ,  the experiment on Z -dependence which Sj  now under .way. 

He expects that this will give more definite information. 

The choice of the shapes and .the dimensions of the targets was made so as 

to have the same order of energy loss for the incident protons in each target and 

also to have approximately the same absorption for outgoing mesons. As a re-

sult,, cylindrical or tubular shapes were adopted for light elements and a. conical 

shape of proper thickness was adopted for heavy elements as shown in Table I 

and II. The energy re solutions of the present experiment were calculated as the 

sum of the resolution of the spectrometer and the energy spread caused by the 

absorption through the.targets. The half widths of the energy spread correspond-

ing to each energy are given in the tables. 
+ 

2. Zr-Dependence of ir Production of 42 Mev. 

Although the monitoring of the proton beam intensity was not properly made, 

the relative number of protons for each exposure made on the same day can be 

roughly estimated. from the exposure time, since the proton beam intensity stay-

ed almost constant within 10-15 percent of accuracy during an hour. or two of 

running on the smeday. Relative cross sections of 7r production at 42 Mev 

were calculated from the results of scanning and plotted versus the atomic num-

ber, of the target material. As shown in Fig. 2, the plot shows a clear z2/3 de-

pendence rather than Z 1  dependence for high.Z elements and a little ambiguous 

for low Z elements, Further experiments: on this problem are now going on as 

mentioned above. 

FURTHER EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

1. Focusing Obtained  by the Spiral Orbit Spectrometer. 

The magnetic field intensity distributions on the median plane versus dis-

tance from the axis on the 2-5/8 inch .gap and 1-1/8 inch .gap are given in Fig. 3 

and Fig. 4 respectively. Corresponding to each distribution, f  Hrdr and Hr 
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were plotted as shown in the figures. The intersection of these plots gives the 

value of p which satisfies the condition for the stable orbit of the spiral orbit 

spectrometer. 

Hrdr = Hp 2  

As has been well known, the position ofp, theposition of the :!'stable.orbit, co:r 

responds to the position of i/rfHrdr  max, or A 	(the vector potential). max 
The radius of curvature at the point p of the plot of the vector ?potentialA re.rsus 

radius is rather important in the theory ofthe spiral orbit spectrometer. 

A parameter X, defined bthe formulaX 2  .y 	=2/nl.where. n =.-r/H 

dH/dr, has been introduced in the theory. The parameter X is proportional to 

the radius of curvature of the plot of thevector potential versus radius at r = p. 

Depending on the field distribution close to the stable orbit, the rate of 

•approach to the stable orbit bythe trajectory of a charged particle emitted on 

the axis is different. If .X > 1, the trajectory approaches the stable orbit grad-

.ually. If X<i, the.approachismuchmore.:rapid. 

It has not been thoroughly studied as yet what value of Xmay give the 

best compromise between resolution in momentum and adequate densi.ty on the 

plates. 	 . . 	 . 

In Fig. 5 is shown a plot of the number of mesons found in the emulsion 

as a function of distance from the axis. (The value ofX for this case: waX = 

1.5, corresponding to thecase of the.Z..5/8 inchg.p) This plot gives arough 

idea of the focusing of charged particles with the use of the spiral orbit spectro-

meter. 

Since the magnetic field intensity is decreasing for increasing r i  the dis - 

tance from the axis, a vertical focusing is also expected.: Acc.ording.:to the 

theory of the spiral orbit spectrometer, the Z -component of the trajectory makes 

an up and down oscillation reitive to the median plane in the course of approach- 
.1 ing the stable. orbit.. . The formula for this oscillation has been given .as 

—C l 	vi 	. 	 t = time 

5n 	 + 	. . 9 	 angie of revolution 
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This means that charged particles emitted a little off in direction from 900  or 

charged particles emitted somewhat off in position from the median plane are ex-

pected to oscillate up and down relative to the median plane as they approach close 

to the stable orbit. 

If X <<1 as in the 1-1/8 inch gap, the period of this vertical oscillation is 

much shorter than the period of angular revolution, while ifX> 1 or X 1. 5 as 

in the 2-5/8 inch gap, the period of this vertical oscillation is comparable to or 

longer than the period of revolution As a result, use of X>i should yield a high 

density of charged particles close to the median plaie, while the case X < 1 should 

give almost uniform intensity ,  across the gap because most of the mesons will os-

ciliate up and down several times before they reach to the detector. 

The plots given in Fig. 6 represent the number of mesons found in the, plates 

as a function of)( 	These two plots support nicely the prediction derived from 

the theory of the spiral orbit spectrometer.  

This focusing effect is rather important because one can gain by at least 

a factor 3-10 by focusing particles emitted within an interval of several degrees 

from 900,  and also focusing particles emitted in an interval of several centimeters 

from the median plane. The latter indicates the advantage of using a reasonably 

wide gap with a target traversing the whole gap for neutron runs and also for x-

rayruns. Because of thefocusing, the mesons created apart from the median 

plane may still be collected close to the median plane. 

2 Computation of a Gain in Intensity in the Present Experiment 

The intensity distribution versus the, distance from the median plane, as 

shown in Fig. 6, gives a rough idea of the gain in intensity due to the vertical fo-

cusing compared with the case with no focusing, A factor of three is obtained if 

(a) the scanning is done ± 7 mm only, relative to the median plane, and (b) the 

intensity without the vetical focusing is assumed to be the mean value of the to-

tal integral of the plot.  

As for the horizontal focusing, nearly 315 degree focusing was accomplished, 

which means a factor of;20-60 compared with the usual 150_50  coverage. But the 

momentum resolution of the spectrometer was roughly ± 3 percent, which was 

better than.necessary compared withthe energy spread caused by some other rea-

sons This reduces the intensity by a factor 3-10 (especially for the high energy 

settings using absorbers). It has been found that a special type of magnetic field 

distribution may give a larger AHp, so that one can reduce this factor almost to 
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unity. By takinginto account the effect due to the .life. time ofpions discussed 

later, the overall improvement in intensity or density of rnes.ons gained by the 

present technique is about 3-30 compared with the case, of mere deflection.. 

Furthermore, the area of emulsion of haing the above density is usually 

of the order of 15 mm xZO mm or more, which is larger by a.factor..3-20 corn-

pared with the use of a 15 0 
 wedge absorber in the deflection.method. 

As a result, the present technique seems to reduce by.a factor of 10-60,0 

the exposure time required in order to get the same number of pions at the de -

tector. - 

Effect of the Life Time. 

Since the mean life for rr-mesons has been measured as .2.55 x l08  sec, 

some of the pions were lost due to their decay in flight For this reason, it 

is desirable to use higher magnetic field and to reduce the distance from the 

source to the detector. The loss due to the life time amounted in the' present 

experiment to from .15 percent up to 45 percent, depending on the azimuthal 

angle of emission from the target relative to the position of the plates As can 

be seen clearly in Fig. 1, lengths of path for pions vary from 15 inches up' to .60. 

inches.  

Detection of Mesons with Perpendicular Incidence into the Plates. 

It is to be mentioned that the conditions are quite different for deteion 

of almost monoenergetic and nearly parallel mesons compared with .the c.as,è of,. 
0 0 usual poor geometry experiments. The reasons why the usual tilted (15 £20, ) 

position of plates relative to the direction of incoming meson flux was not adopted 

here are as follows: . 	. 	 ,. 	. .. 	. 

The denisty of mesons to be found in the emulsion is proportional to sin 

0 and 0 = 90 °  gives maximum density. 

Due to the scattering at the absorber in front of the emulsion, incident 

angles for mesons into the emulsion are mostly quite different from 900. 

The probability of making not only small angle scatterings but making large 

angle scatterings is also appreciable, expecially toward the end of.the range. , As 

a result, one can expect fairly long average path lengths of pions inside of, the -, 

emulsion before they stop. On the other hand,. due.to  the low background, not 

much ambigu.ity exists for most of the meson tracks so that the r.equired minimum 

path length to identify tracks as those of pions is relatively shorter than in the 

case with high .background.  
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Yet, one should.admit.that the probability of having very short pion tracks 

associated .with very short muon tracks or nucleon tracks.is certainly high com-

pared with the case for tilted plates.. This may cause a low detection efficiency 

but this loss is only a .few percent, 

The author is of the opinion that the gain of a factor of about 3 (arising 

from the larger value of sin 0), which increased the number of events and de-

creased the statistical error, compensated the decrease in detection efficiency.  

(c) The thickness of glass plates of C2 plates was about 1 mm. The 

most efficient use.of the magnet was obtained at 8 Mev setting. The .range of 

8 Mev pions is about 1. 5 mm in emulsion. This fact was the main reason for 

selecting 0 = 90 0 

5.. The P.rojected Range Straggling Curve for 8 Mev Pions. 

It has been well known that mesons suffer.mostly small angle scattering 

du.ring their passage through the absorber, and when they appro.ach close to the 

end of their ranges they also suffer from large angle scattering. 

Since mesons were detected by identifying their endings only, some rough 

idea about the projected range straggling curve is needed in order to calculate 

the absolute detection efficiency for the incoming I meson flux. 

This was done by adjusting the slit system of the spiral orbit spectrometer 

so that the energy resolution was ± 2 percent for 8 Mev mesons. This mono-

energetic meson beam was passed through a 50 mil glass plate and 200.i. C2 

emulsion. Next to this plate three 200i NTB strippe.d emulsions were added, all 

perpendicular to the meson beam. These emulsions were s.canned and the mesons 

were grouped for each 65 micron depth of emulsion. The result is sho.wn in Fig. 

7. 

As will be seen in.tlie figure, the endings of the parallel beam of mesons 

spreads over 800r depth.. If the adjustment of thickness of absorbers is mad 

correctly, then one can detect over 60 percent of the mesons with an emulsion 

thickness of 400 microns. 	 . 	 . 

Comparison of the number of pions on each member of.the pair of plates 

exposed for 	experiments at the sametime gives a criterion whether the 

adjustment of the thickness of the copper foil absorber in front of the glass 

plates was right or not. rhen, based on the study of this projected range strag-

gling curve, one can estimate the efficiency of pion detection with t'o.làyers of 

ZOOj. thic,k emulsion. 
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For the, case of :experiments of poor geometry, the conditions have not been 

well established as yet. Inmost cases the projected'range straggling-curves cor-

responding to slightly different energies are superposed and compensate each 

other, so that the resultant curve 'is almost flat.: - 

Theauth'or 'should like to mentiOn he.re  that the broad spread of this pro-

jected r.ange straggling curve indicates how complicated is the observation of 

single line spectrum such as the peak observed in the p + p—*D  + 7r reaction 

with the technique of a poor geometry. Not only the energy resolution but e.s -

pecially the computation of cross sections is expected to be fairly inaccurate 

6. Study of Prong Distribution, of ir Stars 

This study has been already accomplis hed by several authors. The same 

statistics were also made on the results obtained here. The authbr should men-

tion here that he admits that due to the lack of experience, especially in his early 

stage of scanning, he suffered some confusion in the definition of clubs. 

Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 8 the statistics were in good agreement 

with the results obtained by Adelman and Jones. The accuracy for the value 

of 69 percent for the probability of having one or more prongs on rr stars is 

good enough for the present work, 
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Magnet Setting 8 Mev 13 Mev 8 Mev + 10mmCU 

MesonEnergy 13Mev±3 l8Mevi3 41Mevi 2 

Number Number Number 
- of Mesons of Mesons of Mesons 

Al r+ 	217 	2 4 

8 MEV SETTING 
,r+ 	656 	a) 	0 ir 4 	463 	10 

e 	61 r 	115 	2)3.7 r 	31 

- 2" - 
0.11 

1mm THICK I MM  THICK 
It 

C 
+ 

1•5 
+ 	

556 
r 	76 

	

1091 	a) 	10.5 

	

72 	b) 	10.3 

~D)zz"( zz'4  
'I6 ID. I' 

Be 141 	
1 3 

v 	77 

e+ 496 	4 8 
r 	69 

r+ 	815 	a) 	7 
r 	92 	b) 	5.6 

K K __ J 

MU- 4511. 

Table I 
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Magnet 
Setting 8 Mev 13 Mev 8 Mev + 10 mm Cu 

Meson 
Energy 13Mev* 3 18 Mev± 3 41 Mev± 2 

Number Number Number 
of Mesons 	1r+/r of Mesons 	r+/Tr of Mesons 

+ 84 	A) 0.4 28 	1.1 
+ 88 	A) 5.8 

Pb r 	134 	B) 0.6 n 	17 r 	13 	B) 3.0 

<> <§> _ 
ImmTHICK IMM.THICK 4mmTHICK 

+ 75 	A) 055 26 	1.2 a+169 	A) 6.0 

Ag 81 	B) 0.53 s. 15 1r 	25 	B) 4.0 

1mm THICK mm THICK 

+ 197 	a) 	1. 96 	A) 1. 7 + 254 	A) 8.0 

Cu r 	72 	b) 	Z. r 	37 	B) 	1.9 iv 	22 	B) 7.4 

<C>  V  

mm THICK Imm  THICK 5mm THICK 

MU- 4510 

Table II 
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ratiee at 900 

ag.t 81Y 13v 8M.y+]flCl 

ttiag 

soon 13Mev±3 18N.v*3 42M.v*2 

Energy 

Pb 0.47 * 0.1 1.2 * OAA 4.8 * 2.5 

Ag 0.70 * 0.15 1.25 * 054 4.8 ± 1.5 

Cu 

Al 

2.0 * 0.4 

2.5 * 0•86  

1.95 ± 0.5 

4.3 * 0.8 

8.3 * 2.5 

10.5 ± 2.04 

C 1.95 * 036 5.3 * 0 •0 11.0 ± 1.5 

Be 1.45 ± 0•3A 5.1 ± 	•911  6.4 ± 1.0 

A: Sisgle rum measurements 	 - 

Deiection efficiency for 	being assumed as 90%, for 5' as 91% 

Probability for having more than one prong store (aeglaot.tsg 
clubs) is aBsuned as 69% 

MU45O9 ;  I 

Table III 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 	Schematic diagram showing the experimental arrangement. 

Fig.. 2 	Plot of the + r production cross sections against atomic number 

of the targets. 

Fig. 3 	Plot of the intensity distribution of the magnetic field against 

radius from the axis at 2-5/8 inch gap with magnetic field shapers 

in position. 

Fig. 4 	Plot of the intensity distribution of the magnetic field against radius 

from the axis at 1-1/8 inch gap with simple cylindrical pole pieces 

only. 

Fig. 5 	Plot of the number of Tr ' endings against x-coordinate on the plate. 

The same was replotted against radius from the beam axis. 

Fig. 6 	Plot of the number of Tr endings against z-coordinate along the axis 

of the magnetic field. The sectional views of the pole pieces are also 

shown to give some idea of sharpness of vertical focusing relative 

to the gap distance. 

Fig. 7 	The projected range straggling curve for 8 Mev ± 0. 3 rr+  mesons 

in emulsion. 

Fig. 8 	Comparison of the data obtained in this experiment and those pub- 

lished by Adelman and Jones on number of prong distributions of 

ir stars. 

Information Division 
5/27/53 	dni 
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